It's not too late! Pray to the coordinating angels ... make the decision ... and then make your plans to join us in Bozeman for:

Freedom 2007!
One of the Greatest Influxes of Light in 150 Years!

On June 30th, Freedom 2007 begins! And planet earth gets a mighty summer solstice spin! Registration increases daily and pre-conference planning is in high gear. Volunteers fill in assignments for decree leading, ushering, greeting, child care, registration and book store help, and much more.

Paving the Road to Victory with Holy Spirit Planning! Publishing Workshop team leaders, Funshop and Teen Retreat planners, and children's program instructors are putting last-minute touches to their action plans and curricula. Our blessed masters in heaven and presenters on earth complete the preparation of their special messages on our greatest treasure here below—our children and youth. The archeiai and many masters have been paving the way for the coming of our beloved Alpha and Omega. What a conference this will be!

HeartStreams Galore from Heaven! Beloved Lanello, Padre Pio, Igor, Jesus, Maitreya, the Queen of Light, the Keeper of the Scrolls, Kuan Yin, Afra, the Goddess of Beauty, Venus and Sanat Kumara, Omri-Tas, K-17, El Morya, Mother Mary, Lady Kristine, Saint Germain, Hercules, Omraam, the Solar Logoi and Victory honor us with their holy presence along with the very special coming of beloved Alpha and Omega in this seven-day inundation of light.

Funshops! An intergenerational activity meant to bring out the child in us all, our funshop projects have been assembled to employ the talents of all ages, allowing the generations to work together to create plays, dance productions, crafts, artwork, musical presentations, poems and even a game show with audience participation!

Lanello's Publishing Workshop! On Thursday, July 5th, 10:00 to noon and 1:00 to 2:30, our Publishing Workshop will be in full swing. On arrival to the conference on June 30th, conferees will get an opportunity to choose to volunteer for several publishing projects that lend themselves to a workshop environment: advertising copy writing, ascended master glossary writing, book of humor research, elevator speech writing, HeartStream compiling for future publications, self-publishing techniques, Spanish translations coordinating, and web broadcasting tips. A volunteer team will be decreeing for the victory of this workshop and all future publishing efforts of The Hearts Center for the entire three and a half hours of the workshop!

Children and Youth Program! For certain periods of time during the conference as shown on the program, children from ages 3 to 6 and 7 to 12 are invited to join in planned activities while parents attend portions of the conference. At 10:00 a.m. on Monday, July 2nd teens depart for a fun-filled overnight retreat in the high mountains, returning Tuesday, late afternoon.

And Special Guests ... The Vera Chamber Choir! The Vera Chamber Choir honors us with not only a Friday evening concert on July 6th but workshops on harmony and the creating of beautiful music. Choir members belong to an Omraam community called the I.D.E.A.L Society, a society that focuses on creating a tomorrow of cultural and spiritual beauty by achieving it today. One way this creation takes place is through the transcendent, highly professional yet sensitive and inspiring choral music of these talented singers. Now you can hear them live and meet these heartfriends who have created the choral meditations that we have been enjoying on CD for many months.
**Internet Broadcast!** And for those who are just not able to be together with us physically for Freedom 2007, you can register online ... and listen online ... to all the main sessions and releases from the masters.
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If you have any questions or problems regarding your conference registration, please send an e-mail to registration@heartscenter.org.